a visual totality ( g. 1, Vendler's presentation of sonnet 55; cf. gs. 2 and 3, poem 55 as it appears in the 1609 quarto). Girded by an architecture of white space that focuses our visual as well as our interpretive gaze on the type, Vendler's poems are presented in a form that accentuates their status as visual objects. us, the materiality of this presentation reinforces and even produces the strict poetic form so often associated with the sonnet. Implicitly, and perhaps insidiously, Vendler's sonnets argue that material form recapitulates poetic form. Yet to reach this end, Vendler has signi cantly altered the materiality of the 1609 quarto by quieting its conspicuous interruptions.
Advocating a reading practice that might seem at rst unusual, dubious, or even nonsensical, this essay considers a series of questions about the relations between material presentation and poetic meaning. In truth, the 1609 quarto evinces a far more complex relation between materiality and poetic form than Vendler's edition allows us to see; Shake-speares Sonnets renders its poems as both concrete and uid material objects. rough a nonuniform, seemingly arbitrary imposition of page breaks, several quarto poems appear clipped, severed, and fractured; others are preserved and monumentalized in the eld of the page. Given this, and cribbing from Random Cloud, this essay will "scrutinize the evidence visually, spatially, even topologically" (61) and consider how the quarto's breaks, breaches, fissures, disruptions, and interruptions matter. What happens when the sonnet-that paragon of structured, disciplined poetic unity-is cut in two? What textual e ects do such breaks enact? What might it mean to read across the fold-to read, that is, the openings of this book? In addressing these questions, this essay will limn the ways that our epistemologies of poetic form seem blind to the visual registers through which that form is experienced or expressed.
As one recent sonnet critic urges, "we must first remember that a sonnet is a very highly coded form of text. e peculiarity of its code is that it combines to an unusual degree visibility of formal elements (due in part to its inf lexible brevity) and an organized cumulative system of intertextuality" (Kuin 29; my emphasis) . e status of a sonnet's formal elements (e.g., rhyme scheme, number of lines) is thus linked inextricably to its material presentation and, by extension, to its visual recognition and readerly reception. But, as this essay will suggest, the critical history of Shake-speares Sonnets evinces several moments in which readerly expectations have exceeded or ignored the material-visual presentation of the book known as Q-Vendler being but the latest in a distinguished line of critics to have done so. At stake in such a critical history are a series of pressing issues: issues of authorship, textual authority, the recognition of poetic form, the history and sociology of reading practices, and, finally, the very idea of literature. us, by underscoring how the 1609 quarto's breaks might matter and mean, and by a rming that the page and the page break are units of meaning with particularly urgent implications, this essay argues for a reading practice that is attentive to both the materiality of the 1609 Shake-speares Sonnets and the e ect of that materiality on the early modern scene of reading.
The Matter with Q
Even the most casual reader approaches a collection of sonnets with a set of expectations about the poetic form those sonnets should take. As one commonplace definition suggests, a sonnet is a "lyric poem consisting of a single stanza of fourteen iambic pentameter lines linked by an intricate rhyme scheme" (Abrams 290 ). e pithiness and iterability of this definition bespeak the assumptions of continuity, stability, and fixity that attend-and produce-sonnets. e existence of such strict conventions suggests that a modern reader's encounter with a sonnet is determined in advance, that our reading is always and already guided by the proscriptive, disciplining signifier "sonnet." Given this sort of predetermination, we might consider the question, usefully articulated by Michael R. G. Spiller, "[W] hen is a sonnet not a sonnet?" Spiller's answer is provocative for the work this essay undertakes:
The short answer is that there is by custom a basic or simple sonnet, of which the others are variations: it has proportion, being in eight and six, and extension, being in ten-or eleven-syllable lines, and duration, having fourteen of them. Any poem which infringes one of these parameters will remind us of a sonnet quite closely; a poem which infringes two will be more di cult to accommodate, but we will probably try to establish some procedure to account for the deformation; and a poem which infringes all three will not be recognisable as a sonnet at all, and we will regard it as something else unless there is contextual pressure-if, for example, we found it in the middle of a group of normal sonnets. (3-4)
Spiller's rhetoric deserves some attention: variation, infringement, recognition, "di cult to accommodate," "deformation," "something else," and, most urgently, "normal." All these gures establish an inside-outside binary and evoke a play of sameness and di erence that betrays the stakes of reading poetry through its poetic form. Here the "parameters" of poetic form-that is, the lines between "normal" and aberrant sonnets-are constantly being policed. e presence of such a regime inevitably leads one to ask, If Shake-speares Sonnets interrupts or breaks several of its poems in two, are these poetic units still sonnets? Does the infringement of these breaks interfere with our ability to read them as sonnets per se? Or does the title Shake-speares Sonnets apply enough "contextual pressure" to allow us to recognize these poems as sonnets? ough Spiller will go on to read Shakespeares Sonnets as "not interested in formal variants at all" (159), the poems nevertheless seem constantly to be infringing on "normal," repeatedly varying from the norm, thematically and materially. As Arthur Marotti has noted, "Shakespeare's sonnets are a heterogeneous collection" ("Shakespeare's Sonnets" 155). In the highly homogenous context of other sonnet sequences of the period, such heterogeneity paradoxically marks the 1609 quarto as abnormal. Perhaps the best way to register such abnormality is to locate the quarto within the eld of cultural production of early modern sonnet sequences. Wendy Wall describes an "outpouring of sonnet sequences at the end of the sixteenth century" following the 1591 publication of Philip Sidney's Astrophel and Stella (Wall 58 ( gs. 4-15) . ( e single exception, Barnes's Parthenophil and Parthenophe, subtitled "Sonnettes, madrigals, elegies and odes," may be less a sequence of sonnets and more a poetic miscellany.)
In accounting for historical shifts between manuscript and printed forms, Wall argues that the publication of sonnet sequences "altered the physical presentation of the poems in ways that bolstered . . . textual unity" (70). She suggests that this bolstering "arranged the poetic material within a more structured format, and highlighted the typographical features that stabilized the text" (70 evince just such "unity" and "stabiliz [ation] ." Take for instance figure 11, from Spenser's Amoretti. The visual effects created by the elaborate borders that ensconce the poems produce-not simply reinforce-the unity and totality of the sonnet form on the printed page. As Wall notes, borders in the period "served to create the effect of a closed and complete poetic unit, finished without the reader's collaborative aid" (71). us, while monumentality, visual unity, borders, and the like were all conventional choices available to Shake-speares Sonnets, Q seems to have deferred such choice, choosing instead to "not choose" by presenting some but not all poems as visually unified (see Cameron) . In the context of the above uni ed, monumental visual objects, Shakespeares Sonnets and its recurrent interruptions emerge as deviant, as infringing boldly on the "normal" materiality of the early modern sonnet sequence page. Page breaks are not the only abnormal material aspects of Q, but a primary emphasis on page breaks here allows us to focus our attention on an aspect of materiality that has the broadest implications for the ways readers conceptualize literary form, encounter the page as a unit of meaning, and experience-or do not experience-what Barbara Herrnstein Smith dubs "poetic closure."
Given such abnormality, it is not surprising that generations of critics have labored to distance William Shakespeare-that apex of both poetic genius and author functionfrom the textual and thematic abnormalities of Q. For instance, W. H. Auden famously declared: "How the sonnets came to be published-whether Shakespeare gave copies to some friend who then betrayed him, or whether some enemy stole them-we shall probably never know. Of one thing I am certain: Shakespeare must have been horrified when they were published" (105). Auden's projected horror is deeply indeterminate. Does this horror arise from the poems' frank and complex sexualities? from the volume's deviant and complex textuality? from both? What about Q's circulation would have so horri ed William Shakespeare? Undergirding this ctive horror is Auden's implicit but unbending belief that, despite its title, Shake-speares Sonnets was never authorized or approved for publication by the "bard"-put simply, that Shakespeare would never have allowed a volume as abnormal as Q to appear in print.
If we are to read Q's breaks as carrying meaning-to recognize them as being worthy of literary attention-we must rst suspend the nagging questions of intentionality that Auden's horror raises: "yes, but did Shakespeare mean for those breaks to be there?" Such questions of authorization and authorial intentionality have garnered an astonishing amount of attention from Shakespeare scholars. Lisa Freinkel sees at stake in such long-raging and prolix debates about authorization the grounds of authority for readers' interpretations of the text: once the text of Q is authorized "we are ourselves authorized in our attempts to interpret the book as a whole: to ascribe to it a uni ed meaning, positing an Author behind its words" (171). Amid several incisive criticisms of "recursive" attempts to prove the authorization of Q, Freinkel cautions, "We cannot put an end to the question of authorization in this text, but we can demonstrate that the question is, indeed, the end of the text" (183). For Freinkel, authorization is a problem that the poems themselves thematize, "a problem intrinsic to our construction of meaning . . . a problem of the text" (182).
In .
McGann has called our "hypnotic fascination with the isolated author" (122), our desire to locate ourselves at the level of the authentic, the originary, the most real. is mysti cation of the author and his or her work o en distracts us from the matter at hand-in this case, several broken poems-and occasionally determines in advance our experience of that matter. Likewise, the desire to distance Q's author from the "vicissitudes of the printinghouse" (Marotti, "Shakespeare's Sonnets" 157)-from sloppy compositors errantly casting o copy; from thri y publishers scheming to save paper-belies a deeper desire to keep this authorial narrative simple: one author, one authority. For better or worse, authorial narratives o en prove anything but simple.
Here, the concept of authority is vexed by the number of agents who took part in the production and reproduction of Q: several agents could make competing claims of responsibility for, or authority over, Q.
To open up writing would be then (as Roland Barthes famously suggested [147] ) to suspend this xation on authorial intention and return again (as Freinkel admirably does) to the text itself. In doing so, we shi the focus from Shakespeare's original intention or "authentic" work to the material text or trace that remains: Q, the 1609 quarto, writing in its fullest textual sense. ough we will never know who intended these breaks-Shakespeare, Thorpe, the printer Thomas Eld, "Compositor Q"-we do (or will) know that they matter to the presentation, interpretation, and reception of the poems. If, in turn, we can accept such a premise, then we can begin resisting the doxa that these breaks are incidental and thus should be elided in modern editions. No matter who wrote or who authorized Q, or even who was responsible for Q's interruptions, the volume remains, in all its abnormality, a fascinating and urgent literary artifact that, despite hundreds of years of sustained criticism, has not been exhausted. Acknowledging the complexity of intention and authority enables us to trouble the equivalence on which modern editors such as Vendler rely: "it can be assumed that whatever I say in the Commentary [of The Art of Shakespeare's Sonnets] is as true for the Quarto as of the modern text" (xiii). is acknowledgment enables us to move from the matter with Q to the matter of Q.
Building Monuments, Jotting Down Notes
In considering the quarto's imposition of breaks into its poems, perhaps we should begin with those instances where Q follows Vendler in presenting poems as visually unied or monumental objects. e collection's opening and closing poems, for instance, appear uninterrupted. We nd Q's rst poem under an ornate border and austere title; likewise, 154 stands alone on its page, punctuated by a large-font " " ( gs. 16 and 18). is visual presentation is, perhaps, to be expected. Common sense tells us that these two poems appear uninterrupted because they are the alpha and omega of this collection; they deserve or demand a certain attention and presence on the page because of their placement in the sequence or order of these poems. Yet the protocols of seventeenth-century printing houses meant that the decision to maintain or preserve these two poems on their respective pages necessarily a ected the presentation of other poems as well. e question to ask here is, Which poems were interrupted so that the rst and the last could appear as visually uni ed objects? If we assume that whole is better than broken, was there already a distinction between "better" and "worse" poems guiding the casting o and laying out of this volume and these pages? If so, what were the criteria for such determinations?
Interestingly, several of the collection's best-known and eminently quotable sonnets appear without material interruption. Number 18 ("Shall I compare thee to a Summers day?"), for instance, rests in the center of its g. 20) . Given the various thematic and rhetorical resonances between these two poems, their dual preservation as visually uni ed objects on the same page may enable a comparative reading that would slip through the cracks of a less materially sensitive reading or editorial practice. As such, the uninterruptions of these two poems matter, both at the level of the interrelations of poems in a single volume and at the level of cultural reception. When we speak to the relations among poems, the above monumental examples must be understood as existing in a closed textual circuit. If one poem is maintained as a uni ed object, another poem in the collection likely cannot be. In terms of cultural reception, the two poems remain among the most enduring literary artifacts of the English language. Here we want to ask whether there might be a relation between the visual preservation of the poem on the page and the canonical preservation of the poem in a culture. If, as Jonathan Culler suggests, literature is a form of discourse that "promotes or elicits special kinds of attention," then the ways that the materiality of a text calls visual and interpretive attention to itself surely in uences its de nition or evaluation as literature (23) .
at is, perhaps poems 18 and 130 are "literary" in part because they situate themselves in the eld of the page in a way conducive to attracting attention.
Another related concern for this style of material reading might be the ephemerality of the short quarto book format. As Marotti notes, the "casual manner in which short quartos were treated" led to a "peculiarly perishable" status for copies of the 1609 quarto. If only thirteen copies of these "self-destructing artefacts" remain ("Shakespeare's Sonnets" 157-58), a series of pressing questions emerges: Where did loose pages of the quarto go? Is it possible that the ephemerality of these quartos encouraged a return to sonnet circulation, that loose-leaf pages from the quarto may have had an afterlife in collections, miscellanies, pockets, or hands? If so, then those poems fully preserved on any single leaf would stand the best chance to be read and reread a er the inevitable disintegration of a complete quarto copy. us, it is not outside the realm of possibility that poem 18 may have outlived any copy of the 1609 quarto from which it came. Bringing all this to bear on our current critical moment, we might nd it signi cant that of thirty-ve sonnets anthologized in the seventh edition of e Norton Anthology of English Literature (Abrams et al.) , twenty-three appeared uninterrupted in Q. Does this anthologization signal a canonical privileging of monumental sonnets? Does such anthologization suggest that monumental sonnets enjoyed an afterlife in ways that broken sonnets did not? Such speculations are but rst gropings toward a more complex engagement with the material quarto and its e ects.
To return to the poems themselves, it appears that monumentality in the space of a page may matter thematically as well. Interestingly, Q's poem 81 both describes and performs an epitaph ( g. 21) . Is it mere coincidence that a poem deploying the gures "monument," "Epitaph," "ſuruiue" (i.e., "survive"), "immortall," "graue," and "intombed" is presented in a visually uni ed form? e poem begins with a fractured correlative conjunction: "Or I ſ hall liue your Epitaph to make. . . ." By Stephen Booth's account, the first two lines of the poem present equivocal alternatives: either the speaker will die rst or the addressee will die rst; the permanence that the epitaph promises to the addressee will be maintained regardless ("Commentary" 275 ). Yet, by beginning both in medias res and with a gure of equivalence and uncertainty ("Or"), 81 seems to extend beyond the bounds of its form. Again, the materiality of the printed page suggests that "Or" might be functioning as an intertext to 80, which appears as a visually uni ed object directly above 81. Line 11 of poem 80 begins with a similar deployment of conjunction, "Or (being wrackt)." Interestingly, 80 closes with an image that is resonant with the imagery of 81: "my loue was my decay." If poem 80 ends with a scene of decay, 81 begins with an object of permanence being made (i.e., an "Epitaph"). Read in concert and as conjoined monumental objects presented in the same visual eld, these two poems seem to support Kuin's de nition of the sonnet; to reiterate: "a very highly coded form of text, [one that] combines to an unusual degree visibility of formal elements . . . and an organized cumulative system of intertextuality." In 80 and 81 that cumulative system of intertextuality has a highly visible material expression, as 80 literally lies on top of 81.
Returning to 81-but with an eye now back on 80-we see that lines 7-8 oppose a "common graue" with "mens eyes," displacing the act of remembrance from a physical to a cognitive register ("graue" to "mens eyes"). Such a displacement anticipates line 9's declaration that "Your monument ſhall be my gentle verſe." Any reading of this poem hinges on an interpretation of this movement. If one reads this as a transcendent movement, from the physical to the metaphysical, then the speaker of the poem o ers the addressee everlasting life. If, more cynically, one reads this movement as anticlimactic, devolving from the physical and purportedly permanent ("monument") to the ethereal and ephemeral ("verſe"), then the value of the speaker's offer is called into question. e crux in line 9 is "gentle," which Booth glosses as having at least three signi cations: "(1) tender, meek, weak; (2) amiable, kindly meant; (3) noble, 'well-born' (as opposed to common-see line 7)" ("Commentary" 278). Not one of these signi cations suggests this "verſe" to be durable, resolute, or strong; indeed, these signi cations evoke a certain fragility. Yet the poem goes on to argue that "verſe," gentle or not, shall span time: "Which eyes not yet created ſhall ore-read" (10).
A vexed couplet closes the poem: "You ſtill ſhall liue (ſuch vertue hath my Pen) / Where breath moſt breaths, euen in the mouths of men" (13-14) . Generations of critics have troubled over what to do with this seeming ambivalence. Can "breath" (or "verſe") prove a more permanent resting place than a monument? Can an epitaph "intombed in mens eyes" and "mouths" outlive an epitaph inscribed in stone? More broadly, does this poem espouse or mock the poetic permanence its speaker o ers? While such questions are arresting, the reading practice advocated here asks instead: If this poem posits and then explores two forms of remembrance and two registers of temporality, is it not signicant that the poem's nal material expression comes without break, ssure, or interruption? How can we hope to attend to either the transcendent or the cynical reading of the poem's movement if we do not take seriously its visually uni ed, monumental presentation? e poem rests at the bottom of its page with the last figure ("men") crowding its way onto the eld of the page in a way that suggests a compositor laboring to maintain the poem as a whole. How might this poem "mean" if instead the nal couplet had been shi ed across to the opening's recto? Would the monument that the poem o ers be then broken or mediated? The material presentation of 81 seems both entirely germane to and utterly provocative for a poem that meditates on yet remains ambivalent about the permanence of poetry.
Having begun to consider how material form enables and in important ways produces Q's thematic engagement with issues of monumentality, permanence, and unity, let us now turn to the decidedly aconventional breaks that occur on nearly every page of the 1609 quarto. Given limited space in my pages, 
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Breaking the Book Known as Q simply gesture toward a series of more or less representative interruptions, before closing with an extended reading of monumentality interrupted in 55. First, the quarto interrupts at least three sonnets at their turns: 2, 14, and 110. In the latter two poems, the interruption forces the reader across the divide of facing pages. More emphatically, the interruption of 2 forces the reader to turn over a page (B1r) to reveal both page B1v and the poem's resolution. We turn a page to turn the sonnet ( gs. 16 and 17). In all three of these examples, interruptions reinforce and yet also complicate the nature of the conventional sonnet turn. Yes, the interruption of or at the turn emphasizes the shi in tone and rhyme scheme that occurs between each poem's three quatrains and its rhyming couplet, e ecting a material caesura that forces readers to pause as their gaze moves from page to page. At the same time, these interruptions of or at the turn also e ect a sort of attentive slippage in which the reader's visual and interpretive gaze is displaced, delayed, and deferred. Such a slippage functions then as a sort of material enjambment. Poetic enjambment can be characterized as a "run[ning]-on" or "striding over" in which "the pressure of the incompleted syntactic unit toward closure carries on over the end of the verse-line" (Abrams 163) . us Q's material enjambment might be thought of in terms of the pressure toward closure that the poem carries over the fold or, more dramatically, over the turn of the page. e e ect of a poem's resolution running on to another page cannot be overstated. In addition to rupturing the continuity of the strict sonnet form, this enjambment also momentarily disappoints readerly expectations of poetic denouement and closure. One might think here of Spiller's three-part rubric and ask: If the turn is displaced, delayed, or deferred, is this poem still a sonnet? What must the reader do to recognize this fractured poem as a sonnet? In addition to these ruptured turns, Q also presents a series of poems whose thematics seem grounded on or implicated in their interrupted representation on the page. For instance, 108, one of the quarto's most self-re exive poems, appears as a palimpsest printed on both sides of page G3r ( gs. 22 and 23) . To read this poem in Q is to attend to a doubled writing, its gurative traces, and material bleeding of "Inck" through porous paper. Locally, line 12's reference to "page" changes signi cantly when we read this gure against the material presentation (an "outward forme") of a single poem printed on two sides of a page. Likewise, 36 engages a theme of unity between two seemingly autonomous subjects: "we two muſt be twaine." e poem also appears palimpsestically, but it is interrupted at a crucial moment: "In our two loues there is but one reſpect, / [page break] ough in our liues a ſeperable ſpight" (lines 5-6). What is the e ect of placing a conjunction (" ough") immediately a er a severe page break? Does this placement support or undermine the unity that the poem o ers its subjects?
Finally, there is 126 ( g. 24)-with its excised lines and nal encomium to the "louely Boy," perhaps the quarto's most deviant poem. Number 126 is o en posited as the linchpin or pivot point for what many critics consider to be the sonnets' two narrative strains. While Joel Fineman and numerous others read these strains in terms of gender and sexual di erence, Margreta de Grazia reads the strains in terms of racial and class di erence ("Scandal"). Yet despite concurring that 126 marks the end of narrative strain one, neither camp has attended to the material presentation of the poem relative to the poems that accompany it. Even a cursory glance at 126 in the quarto tells us that the poem rests conspicuously at the center of its page, bridging 125 (narrative strain one) and 127 (narrative strain two) within the eld of a single page.
us 126 becomes monumentalized on page H3r, but at a cost: both 125 and 127 are interrupted. Again, what are we to make of this rather fortuitous material fact? Is it . coincidence? Or, does it encourage us to read a narrative into the poems? Imagine a reader opening Shake-speares Sonnets to pages H2v-H3r. What would catch the eye? Perhaps the "structural peculiarity" of 126 (Booth, "Commentary" 430)? If so, that reader would nd only one uni ed, whole poem on H3r. If one wished to read the poems that frame 126, one would be forced to read back across the fold to page H2v or over to H3v. Such a material presentation forces readers to move their eld of vision out from 126 back or forward across Q's pages. e materiality of such a presentation constructs an eerily perfect visual bridge between these two narrative strains.
Poem 126 represents a crux; importantly, a crux through which critics have in fact paid attention to the materiality of Q. In considering the present absence of lines 13-14 and the brackets that seem to extend the quietus of line 12, critics have shown how visual presentation produces poetic meaning in this sonnet. In short, these blank lines maintain or project a poetic structure without a concomitant poetic content, frustrating readerly expectations of content while meeting readerly expectations of form. For Booth, 126, "composed of six rhymed iambic couplets, is not a sonnet in any technical sense." Given the poem's "structural peculiarity," Booth concedes that "there is therefore some basis for the widespread critical belief that sonnet 126 is intended to mark a division" between the narratives that de Grazia, Fineman, and others chart ("Commentary" 430 ). Yet in view of Q's various "structural peculiarities"-all those broken sonnets and delayed turnsother poems in the volume might be similarly deemed not sonnets in any technical sense.
By way of closing this discussion of Q's monuments and interruptions, I consider 55, a poem that promises monumentality but whose material presentation breaks that promise ( figs. 2 and 3) . In many important ways 55 mirrors 81, both in its thematics and in several of its tropes. Poem 55 begins, however, with a more emphatic rejection of physical permanence: "Not marble, nor the guilded monument, / Of Princes ſ hall outliue this powrefull rime. . . ." Echoing the truth-distilling "verſe" of 54, 55's "powrefull rime" thus promises to outlive or out-endure several sites of physical permanence. Indeed, "you" (now transubstantiated into a written subject) is opposed to "vnſwept ſtone" and "Statues ouer-turne [d] ." All this builds to a crescendo as line 8 announces the "contents" and stakes of the "rime": " e liuing record of your memory." But as Booth points out, "Even as they assert the immortality of the poem [lines 7-8] remind a reader of the imsiness and vulnerability of anything written on paper" ("Commentary" 229). Booth is no doubt thinking here of the figures "Mars," "quick re," and "ſhall burne," all seeming threats to the paper on which the speaker would write this "liuing record." Yet this reference to the imsiness and vulnerability of paper forces us to confront the material presentation of this poem, to think of this vulnerability in terms of the very paper on which 55 is printed. A er line 8, Q readers must turn over the page, thus taking fragile paper into their hands. Here the thematic that Booth identi es is underscored by both the material presentation of the poem (i.e., the page break a er line 8) and its staging of a physical reader-text interaction (i.e., the actual touch or contact between reader and quarto). rough this touch, metaphoric paper materializes.
Before turning the page, however, we would do well to put pressure on the punctuation mark that ends line 8. The period that follows "memory" ensures that line 8 is not enjambed onto page D4v. us 55's page break enacts more of a material caesura than a material enjambment. However, this break fractures the poem into two nearly autonomous poetic units. Although there are several resonances between the two, one could think of these units as being somewhat distinct. As such, does this fracture fragment the poem? Reading Past the Page us far a spectral presence has haunted the margins of this essay-and not, fortunately, Auden's "horri ed" Shakespeare. As the essay has progressed, it has made increasingly urgent apostrophes to a ctive reader who might nd him-or herself confronting the materiality of Shake-speares Sonnets. As these repeated invocations suggest, this ctive reader is essential to the reading practice advocated herein. It is this reader who will or will not recognize these poems as sonnets, who will or will not read across an opening, who will or will not tear out a page of the quarto. With its nal section, this essay will home in on an instance of the early modern scene of reading and ask, speculatively, What might an early modern reader have done with Shake-speares Sonnets? While such a consideration will stop short of a phenomenology of early modern reading practices, it will begin to account for what Tony Bennett has dubbed a "reading formation": "a set of discursive and intertextual determinations that organize and animate the practice of reading, connecting texts and readers in specific relations to one another by constituting readers as reading subjects of particular types and texts as objects-to-beread in particular ways" (66). e challenge of the reading practice this essay espouses lies in reconstructing the "speci c" or "particular" ways early modern readers oriented themselves physically, visually, and hermeneutically to their objects-to-be-read.
FIG.
While the proliferation of sonnet sequences in early modern England may tell us much about the literary marketplace of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, this proliferation tells us next to nothing about how those sequences were read or experienced. For instance, did the early modern reader approach Q linearly (i.e., beginning with the rst poem and then proceeding, in order, through to poem 154) or indexically (i.e., skimming the volume more or less at random)? Latter-day literary critics o en impose a desire for linear reading and narrative development onto the sonnets, without asking if this imposition is consistent with early modern reading formations. More broadly, how would an early modern reader have received a fractured or fragmented poem? Would such fragmentation have alienated the reader, or would it have been experienced in concert with an indexical reading practice? One notorious seventeenth-century reader of Q, John Benson, may help us to approach these questions. Benson's 1640 edition of Poems: Written by Wil. Shake-speare, Gent.-largely based on the text of Q-has been maligned by generations of scholars for being "outrageously piratical and misleading" (Duncan-Jones, Introduction 42), a work of base editorial "chicanery" (Rollins 22) . At stake in such a lambasting is Benson's decision to omit from his edition sonnets 18, 19, 43, 56, 75, 76, 96, and 126 ; to con ate and reorganize 115 of the remaining sonnets into longer poetic units made up of between two and ve sonnets; to give the resulting poems titles such as "Loves crueltie"; to include in his edition poems from the apocryphal collection e Passionate Pilgrime (1612); and, most famously, to change many of the sonnets' masculine pronouns to feminine ones, radically revising Q's gender and sexual politics. While Benson's pronoun shifts have received the lion's share of critical attention, his con ation and reorganization of sonnets demands more careful explication. In her important reconsideration of Benson, de Grazia speculates that in such a con ated form it is "possible that readers could not recognize the sonnets as such when they were combined to form longer poetic units" (Shakespeare Verbatim 164). Here again we encounter the problem of readerly recognition. Would Benson's readers have recognized these longer poetic units as being con ated sonnets? (Again, Benson drew the text of his 1640 edition largely from Q, a volume whose page breaks already pose a number of problems of readerly recognition.) In Benson's edition, Q's sonnets were, Rollins fumes, "jumble[d] together in a new, unauthorized, and deceptive order" that gave them a "totally unfamiliar appearance" (20). Yet Benson's conflation evinces an editorial logic that has gone all but uncommented on: nearly every poem in the 1640 edition conates sequential sonnets-sonnets, that is, that appeared on the same page, page opening, or leaf of Q: sonnets 67-69, 53-54, 92-95, 153-54, and so forth. For instance, the poem "Lovesicke" (D3v-D3r) con ates sonnets 80 and 81, whose dual monumental status is discussed above. Likewise, sonnets 2, 14, and 110, whose turns are interrupted by page breaks in Q, are conflated with adjacent sonnets in Benson's edition: 1-3, 13-15, and 109-10. e implications for such reorganization are signi cant.
In these examples, two monumental Q sonnets have been collapsed together, and three sonnets with delayed turns have been subsumed into longer poetic units in which their interrupted turns would be less conspicuous.
In all these examples, the con ations seem sensitive to Q's page breaks-even as Benson imposes new page breaks. Indeed, given the sequential logic of the reorganization, such conations necessarily respond to the presence and absence of page breaks, regardless of editorial intentionality. Had Benson con ated a series of universally monumental sonnets-sonnets sans page breaks-we could perhaps describe his editing as a piece of "misleading" "chicanery." However, Benson edited a series of sonnets already broken by recurrent page breaks. e poetic units he found in the 1609 quarto were already "jumbled," riddled with indeterminate turns, widowed couplets, and broken monuments. Especially when read sequentially, two to three pages at a time, Q's breaks may have suggested connections between adjacent poems that would not have been visible had Q followed the lead of so many of its peer sonnet sequences and presented its sonnets as visually uni ed poetic units. As such, Benson's act of editorial "chicanery" may well have been "authorized" by the abnormal materiality of Q. In Benson we nd then a reader who engaged the sonnets in sequential but nonnarrative and nonlinear ways; a reader with a seemingly uid sense of poetic form, who may have made the most of Q's fractured and fragmented poems: editing them together into longer poetic units. Benson's edition grants us at least partial access to a seventeenthcentury reading practice in which page breaks made legible or possible linkages between individual sonnets. If nothing else, Benson's much maligned editorial decisions force us again to take seriously Q's page breaks and to consider the ways those breaks have haunted the Shakespearean editorial tradition.
Shakespeare studies has long used the rhetoric of scandal to discuss Q. Given the .
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Coleman Hutchison recurrent, seemingly diurnal outpouring of scholarly articles and books about the sonnets, it is a minor scandal that no one has tended to this remarkable aspect of Q's materiality. It might make for a more signi cant one were it not that, historically, little attention has been paid-by literary critics, historians of the book, bibliographers-to the page break as a unit of meaning. While contemporary bibliography and literary criticism does well to tend to the most minute of textual elements, we have as yet been unable to nd a language with which to discuss that most primary of textual units, the page. Metacritically, we even lack bibliographical notation for the page break. Why is it that critical convention so carefully registers line breaks but has no conventional impetus toward, or symbol for, representing page breaks: "Canst thou O cruell, ſay I loue thee not, / When I againſt myſelfe with thee pertake : / [page break] Doe I not thinke on thee when I forgot / Am of myſelfe, all tirant for thy ſake?" (poem 149)? We will tend to the ways a line break helps effect a given rhyme (e.g., "not" and "forgot") but ignore how a page break helps e ect a given theme. (In this example, the page break elegantly complements the self-divisions the poem laments: "I . . . myſelfe," "thee," "pertake").
Page breaks have implications for all forms of lyric poetry, not simply the sonnet. In his criterion study Poetic Meter and Poetic Form, Paul Fussell underscores not only the relation between form and meaning but also the relation between "typographic shape" and meaning (128). Fussell observes, "And now that we are fully accustomed to using printed texts for apprehending poems, our sense of stanzas has become a very complex act of mediation between what our eyes see and what our inner ears hear" (128). ( is essay has shown in some detail the complexity of such mediation.) Particularly in his chapter "Some Critical Implications of Stanzaic Forms," Fussell acknowledges that "the white space between stanzas means something," since such space forces readers to ask, "Why is that white space there, and what am I supposed to do with it?" (155) . No doubt Fussell is thinking here of intentional stanza breaks, not potentially incidental page breaks. However, his insistence on the interpretative possibilities and critical responsibilities that attend such typographic forms necessarily comprises page breaks. If, as Fussell argues, readers "expect every short poem to justify its form and to lay upon its form the obligation of speaking an appropriate part of its meaning" (158), why do not the same readers ask, "Why is that page break there, and what am I supposed to do with it?" Not reading page breaks is itself a reading practice, a historically specific, socially determined act in which certain elements of materiality are granted attention and authority while others are not. When, following critical convention, we read past the page, we return to an earlier de nition of textuality in which the page is transparent, a "clean and familiar textual surface [that] allows reading to proceed unencumbered past matter and into the heart of the matter-into Shakespeare's 'meaning'" (de Grazia and Stallybrass 280) . Espousing instead an approach to the materiality of Shake-speares Sonnets that would take seriously the matter of Q's page breaks, this essay has understood the page and the page break to be units of meaning with urgent implications for the recognition of poetic form and for the interrelations between a history of the book and the idea of literature. Given that the essay has put pressure on issues of authorship and authority, this closing emphasis on the reader and not the author-on the matter rather than the heart of the matter-supports both Barthes's contention that "the birth of the reader must be at the cost of the death of the Author" (148) and Foucault's suggestion that the author is "the principle of thri in the proliferation of meaning" (118). In the absence of a disciplining authorial gure-no horrified Shakespeare need lurk over the quarto reader-the book known as Q authorizes readers to open the multiplicity or "proliferation of meaning" to and at the level of materiality and to ask a er those quiet but obtrusive breaks we nd in every book we read.
NOTES
is essay has bene ted in innumerable ways from incisive and appropriately skeptical readings by Lisa Freinkel, Carol omas Neely, Jay Grossman, Hunt Howell, Christopher Lane, Glenn Sucich, and Wendy Wall. My thanks go rst and foremost, however, to Je rey Masten for his encouragement and example.
1. See, e.g., Giroux. 2. I emphasize seemingly arbitrary. ere is at work in Q a precise logic as to where these breaks occur: the pages that contain sonnets 22-93, 106-17, and 142-53 break their poems in a ve-page pattern that nds the following number of lines from fractured sonnets at the bottom of each page: 5, 11, 2, 8, and 0. The remaining sonnet pages di er only slightly from this pattern. Such a pattern suggests precision and care in composition, as if some agent were, for instance, laboring to t as much print as possible onto each page. I am grateful to Carol omas Neely for helping me to articulate the unarbitrariness of these breaks. For a discussion of the care with which later seventeenth-century compositors "cast o copy," see Moxon 239-44 and Gaskell 41. For a related discussion of the "relatively arbitrary nature of [Q's typographical] distinctions," see 3. Cloud's essay on Herbert's "Easter-Wings" takes seriously the representation of a shape poem across the openings of a book. See also Targo ; McLeod, "Gerard Hopkins." 4. In the Arden edition of the sonnets, Katherine Duncan-Jones follows Vendler in re-presenting the poems as visually unified objects, despite assuring the reader that in "wording, format and punctuation, Q has been followed more closely than in any previous modernized edition" (Introduction 103; my emphasis) . at an editor as sensitive to the materiality of the Shakespearean text as Duncan-Jones neglects to include these page breaks in her modern edition speaks to the transparency and pervasiveness of a reading practice that would ignore page breaks.
5. See also Duncan-Jones, "What." It should be noted that Q evinces several forms of "contextual pressure," chief among these the use of oversized rst-letter capitals and the indentation of the rst and nal couplets of each poem. While several of Q's peer sequences mark the beginning of their sonnets with large capitals, Q uses a particularly big font to do so. Likewise, while several other sequences indent couplets, only two others indent their nal couplets, and neither of those uses large-font rst letter capitals (see gs. 4-15). It seems likely that these unusual material elements would have indeed applied some contextual pressure, perhaps helping readers to recognize the beginning and end of each sonnet and mitigating the disruption caused by Q's page breaks. One would also do well to consider the pressure applied by the catchwords that appear at the bottom of every page. ough common in early modern books, these too help to mitigate individual page breaks, cuing the reader to read past page breaks, even if this was not their original or practical purpose. To acknowledge such pressures is not, however, to accede to them. at such pressures would be necessary for a reader to recognize these poems as sonnets speaks to the hermeneutic disruptions these page breaks may have caused.
6. See also Duncan-Jones, "Unauthorized" 155 and Introduction 46.
7. In counting fourteen sequences, I follow Wall and Kuin in excluding collections of various verse forms (e.g., John Davies's Wittes Pilgrimage), which Spiller includes in his count. My count also elides multiple editions or printings of the same sequence, for instance Daniel's six editions of Delia and Drayton's nearly compulsive reissues of Ideas-though the iteration of the form in succeeding editions also supports my point. Tellingly, the rst two poems in e Passionate Pilgrime-poems that appear, revised, as Q sonnets 138 and 144-are also monumentalized, as are all of omas Watson's one hundred "passions" in e Hekatompathia, the 1582 collection that predated Philip Sidney and anticipated the 1590s sonnet sequence craze. Regrettably, I am not able to reproduce images of William Smith's Chloris and Barnabe Barnes's Parthenophil and Parthenophe because the British Library was not willing to grant permanent permission for electronic reproduction.
8. Interestingly, Sidney's 1591 sequence also interrupts its sonnets. By 1598, however, the sonnets appear (mostly) as uni ed, monumental visual objects. See Wall 72. Wall addresses these di ering arrangements of Astrophel and Stella as an "evolution into a more ordered form" (70). While Wall's discussion is persuasive and while Barnes's sequence raises several questions about genre, I do not want to dismiss these sequences and their interruptions too quickly. e heuristic or reading methodology this essay advocates forces us to consider how the breaks in Parthenophil and the 1591 Astrophel might also matter.
9. For example, Marotti is interested in the peculiar naming of Q: "rather than [having] a title alluding to a love object . . . or to a ctional amorous relationship," Q bears the name of its author ("Shakespeare's Sonnets" 154). See also Duncan-Jones, "What," and, on the gender indeterminacy of the beloved, de Grazia, 
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Coleman Hutchison practice I am advocating here, these equally abnormal aspects of Q's materiality are worthy of attention in their own right, since they too have in uenced the processes of meaning making that have informed Q's reception.
10. e number of studies that would distance Shakespeare from Shake-speares Sonnets is staggering; a representative example is that of Robert Giroux, who intimates that William Shakespeare "apparently had nothing to do with the production of Q, because, among other reasons, it was so badly proofread" (8). Giroux underscores several "absentminded" and even "blatant" "mistakes," "ga es," and "errors" in the text of the poems (8-10). Instead of attending to how those "mistakes" might either matter or themselves be intended, Giroux blames these textual cruxes on sloppy or meddling compositors; see Jackson. For a critique of compositor study, see McKenzie; Masten, "Pressing Subjects"; and de Grazia, "Essential Author." Giroux goes on to count between y-three and eighty-four "errors" (11). is startling variance-a range of y-three to eighty-four being remarkable-betrays the subjective, arbitrary nature of such authorcentric methodology; the inability to determine what is and what is not a mistake or error undermines the claims to truth to which Giroux's study aspires. Especially given the complexity and indeterminacy we so o en associate with poetic discourse, what looks like a sloppy compositor error to one reader might look like a de poetic e ect to another. See also Rollins; McLeod, "Unemending"; and Duncan-Jones, Introduction.
11. e literature that treats sexuality in Q is enormous. Recent studies include: Bredbeck 167-80; Pequigney; Sedgwick 28-48; Bruce R. and Stallybrass. 12. Recent criticism has troubled readings such as Auden's. Putting pressure on several governing terms (e.g., "authorized," "literary property") and paying close attention to the materiality of the Shakespearean text, critics such as Marotti and de Grazia have rendered anachronistic our concern for authorization, book contracts, proprietary claims, and authorial proo ng. See also Tribble; Roberts. 13. The most recent example: Duncan-Jones devotes some seventeen pages of her Arden sonnets introduction to the issue of Q's authenticity and authorization (Introduction 29-45). See also Duncan-Jones, "Unauthorized."
14. Freinkel goes on to o er readings of the "self-trespassing poetic authority that unites-authorizes" Q (189).
15. For a discussion of such a complex network of agents and intentions, see de Grazia, Shakespeare Verbatim 169; Kastan 5; Marotti, "Shakespeare's Sonnets" 143, McGann; and Masten, "Textual Deviance." 16. All references to Q are to the Huntington Library's Chalmers-Bridgewater copy of the Aspley imprint, which is reproduced in facsimile in Booth, Shakespeare's Sonnets (1-133). For a discussion of the "small variations" between the extant copies, see Rollins 5.
